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There is the rusty red color again, facepalm. A soft rounded curve in that color, it 
makes a semicircle on the ground. We can't go any further from it, we move 
along its path turning back inward. There is a thin strap or two thin straps of 
yellow color that run upward from the center of that curve. 

There is something blue on top of the two yellow straps. There is a balloon 
attached on top of the straps. We want to go someplace that feels soft. The 
yellow straps. 

Touch yellow straps: They lead upward, they are not perfectly straight or rigid, 
they are loose and soft not tight, and something floats on top of them. There is 
the sensation of electricity along the yellow straps. 

There is a strong gust of wind that blows from one side to the other meaning 
right to left or left to right. The yellow straps are important. 

Electronics and metal sheet is attached at the soft red curve. The wind blows 
here. There is gentle motion. Rusty red color on the ground. There is electrical 
and metal. The wind blows into our device. We take shelter under the floating 
thing that is above. We take shelter in the red soft curve thing. The straps help 
to hold the floating thing in place. The yellow straps are hinges at their bottom. 
Electrical screech sounds from electronics. Yellow straps that hold something in 
place. We duck under the floating thing to take cover. Everything is soft and 
puffy. 

The wind blows upward and keeps the floating element floating up above. The 
yellow straps are electrically conducting. They are hinges on a lid. They connect 
to something that is red below them. The red is a soft curved place and the wind 
blows into it from the side across and up. Soft and warm like a pillow. The wind 
blows here. We are taking shelter in it. The yellow straps are electrical. 

I am investigating the soft purple red curve on the bottom rather brutally by 
stabbing at it with a pen and I find the floating thing above us again. The wind 
blows and keeps the floating balloon up there. The balloon floats us up as the 



wind carries it up. Electrical sparks. I want to go to sleep on the red cushion. The 
wind blows up and lifts something blue up. The yellow strap is electrically 
conducting. 

Electricity implies this target is either manmade structure or energy, as it cannot 
be any of the other ones without neglecting the electricity which is a 
fundamental aspect of the main element the yellow straps. 

Look at red cushion from yellow straps: OUCH! The straps are electrically 
conducting!!! So we have definitely electronic structure or energy. (I say ouch 
but I love my electrical devices in RV.) Repeat: I feel how the thing above us is 
floating with the air blowing up into it. 

Look at yellow straps from floating thing: Electricity runs up and down along the 
yellow straps. Energy is flowing in the yellow straps like little crawling quick ants. 
Look from floating thing to red cushion: I come across a hard metal around up 
here, is a sheet and dark gray color. 

Look at yellow straps from cushion: I feel that something floats above the 
straps. Repeat: Ouch! They are electrically conducting! Look at floating thing 
from cushion: I find metal. 

Probe red cushion: Something blows up and floats above us. The red cushion is 
very very flat. 

Fingertips imagined against the target number on the ProjectX page reveal that 
the yellow straps are the main element. Metal. Electricity. 

I am going to conclude that this target is a structure. The wind blows us up so 
that we are floating in the air above the site. 

Shook method: The red cushion sets in the breaks so that it does not shift. 

Fiber displacement method (one horisontal, one vertical): There is metal on the 
base on the floor. It has to be a structure. 

Notes: Start 10:13 PM
11:50 PM. End session. 

Choice: Structure

Feedback: Photo did not upload even though was under 1 MB file size. I see that 
the yellow straps may have been the lamp posts in the foreground on the target 
photo. Photo is the deep mine again. Photo makes a lot of sense. Target 
category was land, I was tempted to choose land at some times but I still went 
with the structure. I am happy with this session because I recognize my report 



with this target image and that is what counts, and I move on to new exciting 
destinations. This one went well even though I chose a different category for it, 
the correlation I think is there. 

5589 - 5822
ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Red curve on the ground. 
SE. This red cushion is very very flat. 

IE. Two yellow straps that are attached at the center of the curve on the ground 
and reach up vertical. 
SE. They are hinges at their bottom attachment to the next element. 

IE. Something blue on top of the straps. 

SE. A balloon is attached on top of the straps. 

SE. Sensation of electricity along the yellow straps. 

IE or SE. A strong gust of wind blows from one side to the other meaning left to 
right or right to left. 

SE. Electronics or thin metal sheet is attached at the soft red curve. 

SE. Hard metal sheet rather high up, dark gray color. 


